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Team

Reuven Cohen
A successful entrepreneur, Reuven 
founded Cloudcamp which grew to 
300 cities. He also built Enomaly - 
one of the first  infrastructure as a 
service (IaaS) platforms - in 2005, In 
2012, Enomaly merged with 
Virtustream and ultimately sold to 
EMC for $1.2 Billion.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/reuvencohen 

Randy Clemens
A serial entrepreneur with 20 years 
experience in the technology 
services industry.  Founded and built 
Redwood Global into a leading 
consulting firm with over 200 
employees and $30M in annual 
revenues. He successfully sold the 
business in 2014. 
 

 
https://ca.linkedin.com/in/randyclemens
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who?

Estimated 40% to 50% growth in airbnb listings per year.
Explosive Growth

Real estate return data is from FTSE NAREIT US Real Estate Index Series (All REITs), while S&P return data is from Yahoo Finance.

Real Estate has outperformed the stock market 2:1 since 2000

TOTAL ROI



What Pain Do We Address? 

Finding, setting up and operating 
rental investment properties is hard.

Airshares packages high yield, cash flow rental 
properties as turn key investments. 



Goal

Our goal is to provide investors with consistent 
cash distributions and the potential for 
additional returns paid out at the end of the 
investment based on asset appreciation.

Airvestor Income Portfolio allows investors to diversify by investing 
in income-generating properties starting at just $5,000.



Asset Focus

Single Family Home Large Family Home Multi-Unit Complex Mix Use Commercial

Airshares invests in a variety of real estate asset classes with a focus on 
converting properties to mix use for both long term and short rentals. 

Increased diversification means less risk and higher yield. 



who?Value Proposition 

Diversification
We invest in a combination 

of real estate classes 
including long and short 

term rentals.

Cash Flow
We offer quarterly cash 
flow distributions plus 

appreciation over the life 
of the investment.

Transparency
No hidden fees, and 

investment returns are 
always shown net of fees.

Our technology is your competitive advantage.

Data Driven
We use advanced data 
analytics to find and 
manage high yield 

properties.



Geographic Focus

Southern Ontario
Eastern Canada

Eastern US

High Yield Locations

Midwest US

Location Subject selection to change based on market conditions.



Details
Target Cap rate.

10-15%

Minimum holding 
period for investors

24 months.

Target Holding 
Period.

5 years

Payment Schedule

Quarterly.

$0 in asset management fees until you earn a 6% annualized return (for first two years)

The Airvestor Income portfolio will focus primarily on acquiring high cash flow single family home and multi-unit real 
estate (b & c level) assets, which typically generate steady cash flow throughout the life of the investment.



Sample Management Screen

Crowd Matrix Fee

https://demo.airvestor.com/



Sample Screenhttps://demo.airvestor.com/
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